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In February 2005, after releasing my first commercial application, I went looking for all sorts of
information that would help me market, support, and improve my product. I wasn’t especially
happy with what I found.

There were books aplenty on starting retail businesses, restaurants, inns—you name it—
except a self-funded software company. There were a few pre-Internet books, now mostly out
of print, about how to start a shareware company, and there were a few books out about how to
write the killer business plan that would woo venture capitalists to fund your start-up but nothing
about how to define a product, develop it, support it, market it, and do all this 100 percent on
the Web.

I did find one really good Web site, the Business of Software forum at Joel on Software
(http://discuss.joelonsoftware.com/?biz), where a whole bunch of developers starting or
running companies would offer suggestions and advice to anyone politely asking.
As plentiful as the advice was at Joel on Software, it tended to be uneven and fragmentary.
I decided that if there wasn’t a single good book on how to start an Internet-based software
company, then I should go out there and research and write one. This is that book.

A very long time ago, before becoming a programmer, then a developer, I was a reporter.
I figured that if I dusted off my old journalism habits and went looking for the information I and
lots of other developers needed, I could find people out there with the answers.
What I did not figure on when I started this book was that there is real news going on here:
from Boise to Bulgaria, developers are starting their own companies to bring to market their
own solutions in record numbers.

For every Internet software vendor you read about who just got funded by one or another
venture capital funds, there are hundreds of micro–Internet software vendors successfully
building desktop applications and Web-based products, distributing their software exclusively
on the Net, and building companies that start with one person and often scale up to 20, 50, and
100 employees in a few short years.
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The Best Damn Firewall Book Period, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2007
The Second Edition of the Best Damn Firewall Book Period is completely revised and updated to include all of the most recent releases from Microsoft, Cisco, Juniper Network, SonicWALL, and Check Point.

Compiled from the best of the Syngress firewall library and authored by product experts such as Dr. Tom Shinder on ISA Server, this...
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Web Penetration Testing with Kali LinuxPackt Publishing, 2013

	A practical guide to implementing penetration testing strategies on websites, web applications, and standard web protocols with Kali Linux


	Overview

	
		Learn key reconnaissance concepts needed as a penetration tester
	
		Attack and exploit key features, authentication, and sessions on web...
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Data Quality for Decision Makers: A dialog between a board member and a DQ expertSpringer, 2013

	Currently many companies are confronted with the decision how to deal with the new data quality requirements of the regulatory authorities. Future data quality statements for enterprise key figures and their origins are being demanded. Applying methods of a data quality management system can produce these statements best. Guilherme Morbey...
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Immunotoxicology and Immunopharmacology, Third Edition (Target Organ Toxicology Series)CRC Press, 2006

	Continuing the tradition set by the first and second editions, each a bestseller in its own right, the third edition of Immunotoxicology and Immunopharmacology provides reviews of environmental agents, updated to reflect the latest information on how these agents influence immune system function and health. For the first time in the...
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Networks and Devices Using Planar Transmissions LinesCRC Press, 2000

	A single text that incorporates all of the theoretical principles and practical aspects of planar transmission line devices - since the early development of striplines, it has been sought by countless microwave engineers, researchers, and students. With the publication of Networks and Devices Using Planar Transmission Lines, the search for...
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Radio Wave Propagation: An Introduction for the Non-SpecialistSpringer, 2008
This work treats the essential elements of radio wave propagation without requiring recourse to advanced electromagnetic concepts and equations; however it provides sufficient detail to allow those concerned with wireless systems to acquire quickly a practical working knowledge of the important concepts.
The treatment commences with an analysis...
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